
Introduction to Forensic Psychology  
Exam revision 
Week 5: Example  

Organised Killer Unorganised Killer  

Average to high intelligence  Below average intelligence 

Socially and sexually normal Socially and sexually inadequate  

High birth order Low – middle birth order 

Skilled worker Unskilled worker 

Controlled during the crime  Anxious during crime  

Probably experiencing stress Minimal situational stress 

Follows crime in the news  Doesn’t watch the crime news 

May leave town Lives near the crime 

 

Visionary killers  Mental people who hear voices etc that make them kill 
someone.  

Mission Killers Motivated by beliefs. 
Often slit throats.  

Lust Killers  Motivated by sex. Murder is just part of fulfilling their sexual 
lusts. Evidence always includes sex stuff.  

Thrill Killers Motivated by the thrill/pleasure of killing. It is FUN.  
Like to torture people   

Power/control Killers What to have control/power over the victim / may be reflected 
by the type of weapon or location of the offence.  

  

- What steps do the FBI take to produce a profile? 
THERE ARE FOUR 
1. Data assimilation (gathering info from police, coroner etc) to ID MO 
 - MO = Modus Operandi, particular way a particular task was executed 
 - Signature = identifiable action or characteristic of offender 
2. Classification of crime scene: organised or disorganised? Need to figure out by 
investigating the crime scene.  
3. Reconstruction of crime scene: use info from 1 & 2 to reconstruct to help decide 
organised vs unorganised.  
 
*see above for signs of organised vs unorganised*  
 
4. Profile generation: physical elements, personality etc. about offender.  
 

 

 
 Week 6 EXAMPLE  

Questioning Objectives Questioning Aims Questioning set-up 

Establish a rapport Encourage person to 
provide new reliable info   

 



Ensure questions are in 
fact questions  

Witnesses, Victims and 
suspects.  

 

Clear communication    

Psychological barriers to 
communication need to 
be removed  

  

Interview Objectives Interviewing Aims Interview set-up  

Manage the environment Encourage person to 
provide confirming info 

 

Control the interaction 
establish AND maintain  

Info that confirms known 
elements of an alleged 
offence  

 

Detect deception  Formal setting  

   

Describe differences in the aims of questioning and the aims of interviewing? 
- The aims on questioning are to obtain NEW information from a suspect, victim or 
witness.  
- The aim of an interview is to CONFIRM existing info / known elements in a 
FORMAL SETTING.  

What factors are considered when setting up an interview i.e. the environment, 
content, placement…? 

What types of information might interviewers be collecting – i.e. verbal and non-
verbal? 
- They are always collecting both verbal and non-verbal cues.  

Non-Verbal 

Paralanguage: Cues of the voice like pauses and tone 

Oculesics: Eye contact 
(looks at length and intensity)  
Can be used to: Control conversation, express emotion indicate honesty/fake-ness 

Kinesics: Body language  
non-vocal movements that express meaning  

Facial expressions (Ekman) 
Anger, happiness, disgust, sadness, surprise and fear.  

 



 

 

 
Give 3 examples of verbal communication  
that might indicate deliberate deception  
1. Change from present to past tense – aka Verb tense. Indicated some kind of lie, 
because the person is creating the event on the spot, because it’s a lie, so the 
speech becomes present tense.  
2. Pronouns – changing the ‘my dogs’ ‘our dogs’ ‘the dogs’, can indicate a level of 
attempting to withdraw from the situation.  
3. Editing – removing too many or not enough mundane tasks from a description of 
the activities for the day. Can indicate avoidance  
4. Extraneous information: babbling and not getting to the point. Can indicate lying 
because of the attempt to avoid having to tell the story they are trying to not have to 
tell.  
 

 


